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Main Economic Indicators 
MEI Database

Monthly updated database and bulletin providing the latest 
monthly, quarterly and annual indicators 

MEI Covers 30 OECD Member countries 
and 6 Non-Member countries: Brazil, China, India, 
Indonesia, , Russian Federation and South Africa

MEI pages for Non-Member countries are among the five 
most downloaded files from the OECD Statistical Portal

Data for Non-Member countries stored in MEI database are 
used by OECD internal users (e.g. Economics Department)
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Data Collection from Non-Member 
Countries

Brazil
China
India
Indonesia
Russia
South Africa

Big 6
OECD Big 7

Total Share (%) of series per frequency
Monthly Quarterly        Annual

57 56 42 2
63 40 40 20
38 42 55 3
38 40 50 10
89 45 54                 1
78 39 60 1

363         50 44                6
630 80 20                0
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Modes of Data Collection

Monthly updated files sent by e-mail from 
- 4 national statistical agencies in Brazil, China, Indonesia 

and Russia 
- 3 research institutes in Brazil, Russia and South Africa

Manual updates from Internet sites of national agencies

Extraction from on-line databases (e.g. Webstract DRI)

CD-ROM from International organisations (e.g. IMF 
International Financial Statistics)
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Problems of Data and Metadata Collection

Files sent by e-mail

Manual updates from 
Internet sites
Extraction from on-line 
databases
CD-ROM from 
international 
organisations

Sometimes late vis-à-vis 
MEI requirements 
Time consuming

Absence of metadata and 
contacts
Differences in time series
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Quality Dimensions of Data and Metadata 
Collection for MEI Database

OECD would like to enhance co-operation with Non-
Member countries to improve the following quality 
dimensions of data and metadata collection:

Timeliness
Relevance and Comparability
Accessibility of data
Contacts
Accessibility of metadata 
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Timeliness

Timeliness of series stored in MEI is measured by a lag of 
1 or 2 months (or 1 quarter) from the reference data 
– timeliness of some series exceeds MEI requirements

and could be improved  

By restricting manual updates from Internet, sometimes 
not satisfactory from the timeliness perspective

Timeliness is a very important dimension for the 
development of composite leading indicators
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Relevance and Comparability

Only 11 indicators collected from Non-Member 
countries are comparable (common definition)

Composite Leading Indicators for Non-Member 
countries would give a set of comparable indicators 
(common methodology)

Composite Leading Indicators for Non-Member 
countries  would be comparable with Composite 
Leading indicators for Member countries  
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Accessibility of Data

National statistical agencies are the main source of the 
indicators published in MEI

International organisations databases are used when the 
files sent by national agencies are delayed

Even if OECD uses a large number of data flows, formats 
and technologies to collect data, data provided in English 
on the Internet are not sufficient for MEI production

Automatisation of data collection from Internet remains 
difficult (e.g. the large number of databases for India) 
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Contacts

Contacts with statisticians from national agencies 
have been enhanced over the last few years
Absence of contacts with some countries or 
organisations remains a major difficulty of data 
collection
OECD wish to enhance the co-operation with 
statisticians (contacts By subject) from data suppliers 
to improve:
- methodological information on data
- information on revisions
- knowledge on data dissemination systems
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Metadata Collection and Interpretability

Metadata stored in MEI Database for Non-Member 
countries are insufficient or incomplete

A future aim for OECD is to collect metadata to 
improve the usefulness of the series:
- definition, coverage, collection, revisions, breaks ..

Metadata collection would require the co-operation of 
the national agencies in Non-Member countries
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Concluding Remarks
Proposals for data and metadata collection with regard to
leading indicators for Non-Member countries not covered in
MEI database 

Use as far as possible existing data files regularly sent to 
the OECD by national agencies

Collect in the first instance metadata to understand the 
usefulness and to improve the interpretability of the 
indicator 

Enhance co-operation for automatisation of data and 
metadata collection using national source standard 
products and direct access to national sources    


